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Global reach with local expertise
“We offer a unique blend

We provide market leading loss adjusting and claims management services,

of stability, innovation

backed by strong local knowledge and our global expertise.
Sedgwick is a global organisation with
more than 30,000 employees located
across 80 countries. We are the largest
loss adjusting and risk management
company in Asia. We have a multidisciplined team of adjusters,
engineers and claims experts capable
of handling all classes of insurance
claims and providing you with an
efficient service.
EXPERIENCE
Our adjusters have been practising in
Hong Kong for more than 30 years.
Technical standards are maintained
at the highest level, satisfying the
requirements of our clients locally and
overseas.

and technical ability across
a variety of disciplines.”

RESOURCES

SPEED

In Hong Kong, our head office is
located in Causeway Bay. We have a
workforce of over 60 members of staff
and our senior staff are professionally
qualified in at least one relevant
discipline in addition to loss adjusting.

The philosophy of Sedgwick in Hong
Kong is to identify and serve the needs
of our clients by providing exceptional
levels of service. Central to this
philosophy is that we take prompt
action upon receiving instructions and
report back promptly to our clients.

We work with a team of specialist
qualified engineers, lawyers,
accountants, surveyors and economists
within the Sedgwick Group who are
available to provide the necessary
technical assistance on major losses.
Our dedicated call centre allows us the
flexibility to offer a range of assistance
programmes to our TPA partners
in addition to the traditional claims
management services provided.

UNDERSTANDING
In a rapidly changing market, we
constantly re-evaluate our offering
and pay particular attention to
the quality of service we provide,
to ensure we meet our clients’
requirements.

30,000+
colleagues
globally

80

countries
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“At Sedgwick, we are
available to guide you and
your clients through the

Our specialist services

claims process as quickly
and efficiently as possible.”

Our MCL Global team has the skills and experience to provide world
class advice and a cost-effective, fair claims handling service.
LOSS ADJUSTING
Our loss adjusting team offers local
expertise in property, construction,
engineering and liability insurance
claims as well as solutions for
commercial and residential markets.
We specialise in large/complex losses,
large domestic and international
commercial risks, middle market
commercial property losses, and real
estate, residential and catastrophic
losses.
As catastrophes hit or as other needs
arise, we mobilise our resources to
quickly respond and help restore
infrastructure and livelihoods.
THIRD PARTY
ADMINISTRATION (TPA)
Our TPA team provides cost-effective
and expert claims management
services across all classes of insurance
for corporates, insurers, brokers and
managing agents.
We have the flexibility to provide fully
tailored, outsourced claims services
or handle specific classes of business
or functions. Many clients choose
to work with us because we reduce
the cost of investing in customer
training programmes, IT systems,
fraud screening and increasingly
sophisticated claims analytics.
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MAJOR AND COMPLEX LOSS:
Our major and complex loss global
team has the skills and experience to
provide you with world-class advice
and a cost-effective, fair claims
handling service. We will get your
clients’ businesses up and running as
soon as possible following a loss.

Our capabilities include:
•

Construction

•

Cyber & technology

•

Engineering

•

Environmental

•

Food & beverage

•

Manufacturing

•

Marine

Proactive in bringing claims to a
speedy conclusion

•

Mining

•

Power

•

Focus on positively managing your
brand

•

Retail & wholesale

•

Continually developing our
service offering throughout the
partnership

How can we help?
•

Sector experts
Our expertise comes from constant
exposure to your specific requirements.
Our people have managed claims in
every sector of the economy.
Strategic locations
We have hundreds of MCL global
experts strategically located around the
world, ready to respond to your needs
Proactive action
We take immediate and consistent
action, to pro-actively mitigate losses
and settle your claims quickly.

With loss adjusters in over 65
countries, rest assured that whether
your claim is across Asia or overseas,
you’ll be working with local experts.
FORENSIC ADVISORY SERVICES
Our team provides forensic
accounting, economic loss
quantification, financial analysis and
valuation services to legal, insurance
and corporate clients.
We assess the value of claims made
under insurance policies or via legal
disputes and deliver our findings
quickly, clearly and concisely.
Our professionals have the
knowledge, experience and skills
to identify the key financial and
commercial issues based upon the
evidence provided.
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Our Hong Kong team
Our local and international loss adjusters have expertise across a range of
industries, making our experts a multi-discipline team to serve our clients.

Started as a loss adjusting
trainee in 1983 at a Chartered
LA firm where he worked for 20
years before moving to a JV LA
company in mainland China for
2 years. Joined two international
LA companies successively from
2003 until now.

Expertise
•

Fire, Industrial/Special
All Risks

•

Commercial General Liability

•

Commercial theft

•

Fidelity Guarantee

•

Business Interruption

•

Transit Loss

Qualifications

Amen then worked with two
reputable international Insurers,
taking the senior role in the claims
department. He re-joined the loss
adjusting field in 2000. Prior to
joining Sedgwick, he worked with
another international loss adjusting
firm for 14 years managing
property, casualty and business
interruption claims.

Expertise

•

ANZIIF (Snr. Assoc)

•

Fire / Property All Risks

•

MCI Arb

•

Public and Products Liability

•

Professional Diploma in
Fraud Examination

•

Business Interruption

•

Employees’ Compensation

Languages
•

English

•

Mandarin

+852 9013 2257
alexander.tang@hk.sedgwick.com
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Amen commenced his loss adjuster
career with an international loss
adjusting firm in 1990 and has since
gained over 30 years loss adjusting
and investigation experience in
handling losses in Hong Kong,
Macau and China.

Qualifications
•

BA (Hons) in Financial Services

•

ACII, ANZIIF (Snr Assoc), ACI
Arb, FCLA

+852 9475 9191
amen.chiu@hk.sedgwick.com

Roger Lam
Director

Peter Tang
Director

Amen Chiu
Director

Alexander Tang
Managing
Director

Peter has been a loss adjuster for
39 years predominantly working
for international chartered loss
adjusting companies. He trained
at the headquarters of Munich
Re in Germany on fire and
engineering underwriting and
claims handling, and later worked
for Zurich Insurance in Canada.
Peter has handled losses in
Mainland China, Hong Kong,
Macau, Taiwan, Guam, Canada
and the USA. He was a member
of the catastrophe response
teams attending to the Taiwan
Earthquake, Calgary Hailstorm and
Guam Super typhoon.

Expertise
•

Fire, Industrial/Special All
Risks

•

Comprehensive General
Liability

•

Fidelity Guarantee

Qualifications
•

BA (Hons) in Financial
Services - First Class Honors

•

ACII since 1989

•

Chartered Insurance
Practitioner

+852 9031 6304
peter.tang@hk.sedgwick.com

After graduating with a building
degree in Australia, Roger worked
in the building industry in Hong
Kong before joining the loss
adjusting profession in 1996.
Prior to joining Sedgwick HK in
October 2020, Roger worked at
two international adjusting firms
where he primarily dealt with
construction and engineering
losses.
Roger has experience in handling
CAR/EAR, machinery and third
party liability claims on major
infrastructure and building projects
in Hong Kong, Macau and China.

Expertise
•

Machinery Breakdown

•

Contractors & Erection All
Risks

•

Third party Liability

Qualifications
•

B. Degree Built Environment
(Building) BBE

•

ANZIIF, ACILA (AFF), CIP

+852 9258 0004
roger.lam@hk.sedgwick.com
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Our coverage

Our team
Regional team

KOREA
CHINA

JAPAN

TAIWAN
HONG
KONG

THAILAND

MALAYSIA

INDONESIA

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Affiliate offices
Coverage available
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+44(0)7880 043780

eric.malterre@sedgwick.com

Nicki Dunn

CEO Singapore / Head of TPA & Client Services – Asia

+65 9834 0019

nicki.dunn@sg.sedgwick.com

Nigel Cook

Head of Major Complex Loss - Asia

+65 9179 8189

nigel.cook@sg.sedgwick.com

David Seng

Head of Property, Regional Executive Adjuster, MCL - Asia

+65 9147 8178

david.seng@sg.sedgwick.com

Linda Sim

Head of Forensic Advisory Services - Asia

+65 9728 8880

linda.sim@sg.sedgwick.com

Cherie Ng

Finance Director - Asia

+65 9368 8015

cherie.ng@sg.sedgwick.com

Lynn Pua

Colleague Resources Director - Asia

+65 9654 4173

lynn.pua@sg.sedgwick.com

Margaret Lim

Marketing Manager - SE Asia

+65 9690 9189

margaret.lim@sg.sedgwick.com

Country managers

PHILLIPINES

All claims are centrally managed by
an account supervisor to ensure a
single point of contact.

Chief Executive Officer - Asia

VIETNAM
GUAM

Sedgwick offices

Eric Malterre

In addition to being responsible for the assignment and coordination of the
specialists required for each claim, the account supervisor ensures that the
client’s interests are taken into account locally in each country.

China

William Huang

General Manager

+86 138 1668 8658

william.huang@sedgwick.cn

China

John Law

Technical Director/
Head of Business Development

+86 138 0188 9068

john.law@sedgwick.cn

Hong Kong

Alexander Tang

Managing Director

+852 9013 2257

alexander.tang@hk.sedgwick.com

Indonesia

Andri Dirgantara

President Director

+62 812 102 1637

andri.dirgantara@id.sedgwick.com

Japan

Takeshi Nagao

Managing Director

+81 90 3200 1616

takeshi.nagao@jp.sedgwick.com

Korea

Steve Chung

Managing Director

+82 10 2555 1690

steve.chung@kr.sedgwick.com

Malaysia

Aldrin Wong

Chief Executive Officer

+60 12 289 0193

aldrin.wong@my.sedgwick.com

Malaysia

Soo Kwong Weng

Deputy CEO

+60 17 300 1028

kwongweng.soo@my.sedgwick.com

Malaysia

Reuben Francis

Deputy CEO

+60 17 738 9147

reuben.francis@my.sedgwick.com

Singapore

Nicki Dunn

CEO Singapore / Head of TPA
& Client Services – Asia

+65 9834 0019

nicki.dunn@sg.sedgwick.com

Singapore

Eugene Goh

Deputy CEO

+65 8028 6570

eugene.goh@sg.sedgwick.com

Thailand

Jakkrit Khaosaard

Chief Executive Officer

+66 81 319 9487

jakkrit@th.sedgwick.com

Taiwan

Huoo Lian Liou

Managing Director

+886 919 341 180

huoo-Lian.liou@tw.sedgwick.com

Taiwan

David Chin

Technical Director

+886 919 341 100

david.chin@tw.sedgwick.com
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“Sedgwick is investing
in next generation
technology to change
the claims process.”

Digital solutions
Sedgwick is investing in next generation technology to change the claims process.
SMART.LY SOLUTION
Across Sedgwick, we have introduced a new global intake solution enabling
carriers, brokers and customers to notify us of new work quickly and efficiently.
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FEATURES

BENEFITS

Provides a single intake solution

Wherever in the world you engage with
Sedgwick, it’s the same online service

Dynamic forms

Drives customers through the process ensures all the data is captured at FNOL

Ability to white label

The form can look like your form. You
don’t need to invest in this area

Writes directly to our systems

Removes double keying of data, saving
time and money

Configurable for carrier, broker
and customer

Single consistent intake for all
stakeholders in the claim

Customisable for each script

The script can be built to your
specification

Progressive web app version

Looks and feels like an app with an icon
on your customer’s smartphone

Provides the gateway for AI

Intake is a key step in collecting the
data to enable auto-settlement of
claims

REMOTE LOSS ADJUSTING
USING DIGITAL TOOLS
We use digital tools so our qualified
adjusters can view losses remotely.
Our loss adjusters have the ability
to view loss sites using an app that
clients are able to download.
Our adjuster decides if the loss is
suitable for video streaming and
then we contact the claimant. If they
agree, the loss adjuster sends an sms
or email with a link to the system.
The link allows the customer to
download an app to their own phone,
tablet or device. The app will connect
automatically to a video call and our
adjuster can use one of a number of
features to get the information they
need to assess the loss. The client can
delete the app once the session is
finished.
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Global solutions.
Local expertise.
Sedgwick Hong Kong Limited
Unit 2301, Citicorp Centre
18 Whitfield Road
Hong Kong
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